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EIRATECH PREVIEWS LATEST GENERATION ROBOT EIRABOT 5.0 AT DELIVER #2 IN
BERLIN
Deliver #2, Berlin 27 June 2017 – Eiratech Robotics (www.eiratech.com), the Dublinbased innovator of complete goods-to-person robotics automation platforms for multiple
applications, including e-fulfilment, distribution, materials handling and retail, is
previewing its latest generation robot Eirabot 5.0at Deliver #2 Exhibition 2017, taking
place at theFunkhaus Exhibition Centrein Berlin 27-28 June 2017.
The new generation robot Eirabot 5.0 will play a central role in Eiratech’s automated
robotics goods-to-person solution. The new robot boasts a compact design for improved
manoeuvrability, while developments in hardware design will result in superior
performance monitoring and battery life. Eirabot 5.0 doesn’t require the installation of
any major infrastructural changes to the existing warehouse environment – such as
rails or conveyors – instead relying for guidance on fiducial labels placed on the
warehouse floor, and the Eirasoft management system, communicated via industrial
WiFi and controlled by the on-board computer. Eiratech’s open API enables integration
with virtually any legacy WMS, thereby retaining look-and-feel, and eliminating costly
retraining.
“Our robotics system is designed to ‘think’, and to make the very best use of valuable
personnel resources by self-organising for optimal productivity”, says Alexey Tabolkin,
CEO at Eiratech Robotics. “Eirabot’s use of machine learning and data diving means
optimal use of resources and storage space. Our system recovers wasted and costly
personnel resources – 70% of which is currently used locating and retrieving goods for
dispatch – for redeployment in more creative, customer-facing and productive roles for
the enterprise,” says Tabolkin.

Eiratech Robotics is the Dublin-based innovator of a complete goods-to-person robotics
automation platform for multiple applications, including e-fulfilment,
distribution, materials handling and retail, and developing into a seamless, end-toend goods-to-consumer digital e-commerce experience.
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